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Overview
Florida Atlantic University (FAU) opened in 1964 as the first public 
university in southeast Florida, and the first university in the nation 
to offer only upper-division and graduate level courses. Currently, the 
university serves nearly 30,000 undergraduate, graduate and medical 
students at its 10 colleges located across Boca Raton and five satellite 
campuses at Dania Beach, Davie, Fort Lauderdale, Jupiter, and in Fort 
Pierce at the Harbor Branch Oceanographic Institution. FAU offers more 
than 147 different bachelor’s master’s and doctoral degree programs 
across a range of concentrations in the Arts, Sciences, Engineering, 
Business, Education and Medicine.

In 2009, FAU’s College of Engineering and Computer Sciences (CECS) 
IT staff embarked on an inaugural project to transform the Engineering 
computing environment to virtual desktops. This project was the first 
of its kind at FAU, and was launched in the context of FAU’s opening a 
platinum-level green building with a data center facility to reduce energy 
consumption and showcase Engineering on display.

The CECS IT staff prides itself on mastering emerging technologies to 
stay at the cutting-edge of computing, and was eager to tackle the job of 
virtualizing student/faculty/staff workspaces – no small task because 
of the heavy graphics and data-intensive CAD, simulation and 3D-based 
engineering applications that engineering students used. FAU’s College 
of Engineering and Computer Sciences offers 10 undergraduate and 
graduate-degree programs under the auspices of three departments 
including the Civil, Environmental and Geomatics Engineering Dept., the 
Computer and Electrical Engineering and Computer Science Department, 
and the Ocean and Mechanical Engineering Department. The CECS IT 
staff supports such applications as SolidWorks, Autodesk, MATLAB, 
ADS, ArcGIS and ANSYS, among others, to meet the needs of faculty and 
students in the Engineering programs. The CECS IT staff also supports 
the needs of the researchers in the Engineering College.

Organization:
Florida Atlantic University (FAU) 
College of Engineering  
and Computer Sciences

Virtual Desktop Users: 
2,500 and growing 

Products:
ProfileUnity™ 

“All students’ user profiles, configurations 
and app settings are managed by ProfileUnity, 
which delivers personalization to the non-
persistent VM assigned to the student at 
logon. Today, students’ user experience rivals 
that of a traditional physical PC, while all 
student user info and data are safely secured 
in the FAU data center.”

Liquidware ProfileUnity Helps Re-Engineer Desktops  
at Florida Atlantic University  

College of Engineering and Computer Sciences
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The Challenge 
The College of Engineering and Computer 
Sciences supports as many as 2500 students 
at any given time. This dynamic group of 
students needs high performance workspaces 
that delivered the graphics and data-intensive 
engineering applications, along with user 
personalization and a separate “Z” drive that 
stored each student’s extremely large work files 
in the FAU data center. Prior to the virtualization 
initiative, students worked on Dell PCs and stored 
their work output files on USB sticks. The Dell PCs 
could not be personalized as they were shared 
systems. In addition, they were running Windows 
XP and by 2009, CECS IT staff knew they needed 
to migrate to Windows 7 to continue to support 
the most current versions of their applications 
demanded by faculty.

The initial goals of the CECS staff were as 
follows:

• Reduce energy consumption by moving from 
full PC desktops to thin client and zero client 
hardware in the Engineering Labs 

• Migrate successfully from Windows XP to 
Windows 7 OS for all desktops 

• Offer each student a personalized desktop that 
retained all user and application settings from 
login to login which would provide a secure 
“follow-me” desktop that could be accessed 
from any location without compromising FAU 
systems 

• Offer each student a personalized Z drive 
(located in the data center), with adequate 
storage for their work files

Initial challenges faced by the team included:

• CECS IT staff was a very early adopter of 
desktop virtualization and there was a steep 
learning curve with VMware View desktops. A 
lot of experimentation was required to design 
the right desktop images and architecture, 
finally settling on non-persistent VMware 
View desktops coupled with personalization 
provided through Liquidware ProfileUnity 

• FAU’s network structure, specifically the 
DHCP service, was inadequate for desktop 
virtualization and needed to be expanded 8-fold 
to provide the needed resources. The network 
was upgraded in the new green building and the 
CECS staff leveraged improvements in PCoIP 
protocols 

• Early on, the storage infrastructure needed to 
upgrade to address boot storms caused by 
numbers of students logging in at the same 
time, and very high levels of I/O needed to 
support the applications 

• Engineering students were essentially “power” 
users of virtual desktops and the CAD, 
simulation and 3D applications required were 
not considered to be virtualization friendly. Much 
experimentation and test bedding of vendors’ 
offerings of very high-end video and graphics 
resources were required to achieve the right CPU 
and GPU levels

The Solution
The CECS staff decided to virtualize their desktops 
on VMware View running on HP blade servers in 
the data center supported by HP Lefthand and 
Dell Compellent SSDs Storage Center. Students 
access their workspaces through HP eVGA and 
Dell thin and zero clients located in labs across 
three campuses. Students are also able to access 
their workspaces from remotely with VMware View 
Security Server. 

Early on in the project, the CECS IT staff 
experimented with persistent virtual desktops, 
that is, assigning a specific virtual machine to 
be retained by a specific user. However they 
quickly realized that would be cost prohibitive and 
would not achieve either the green results or the 
performance goals they targeted. They moved to 
a non-persistent, stateless architecture, in which 
pools of desktop VMs are used by students. Upon 
login, each student is assigned a “pristine,” non-
personalized VM for the duration of the session. 
After logoff, the VM returns to the pool and its 
“pristine” state. This approach supports extra 
security as no activity performed by the student is 
ever saved to the desktop. Liquidware ProfileUnity 
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was introduced to replace Roaming Profiles 
and to provide scalable user management and 
personalization. ProfileUnity is also used to 
reduce student logon times. All students’ user 
profiles, configurations and application settings 
are managed by ProfileUnity, which delivers 
personalization to the nonpersistent VM assigned 
to the student at logon. Today, students’ desktop 
user experience rivals that of a traditional physical 
PC, while all student user information and data 
is safely secured in the FAU data center. CECS 
staff currently maintains six master gold desktop 
images to support the Engineering curricula.

The Results
The results achieved thus far through the College 
of Engineering and Computer Science desktop 
virtualization initiative are as follows: 

• The CECS staff achieved its goal of offering 
personalized, high performance workspaces 
that could be accessed by students and faculty 
at off-campus locations as well as on campus. 
An additional benefit was that students could 
use a number of devices in that VMware View 
clients are compatible with Android, iOS and 
Windows clients. Students’ user profiles and 
settings and all work files is now stored in the 
data center. 

• The green goals were achieved by replacing 
traditional PCs with thin and zero desktop 
clients. In addition, the footprint in the 
datacenter was reduced by replacing 
individual IBM workstations and servers with 
SuperMicro blades. Plans include even further 
reduction of the hardware footprint and power 
consumption. • CECS staff can now very easily 
provision high performance workspaces to 
Researchers upon request which can last for 
the duration of the need and then be returned 
to the pool. In the past, the Researcher needed 
to wait to complete the traditional procurement 
and configuration process, which could take 
weeks. 

• CECS staff spend less time traveling to campus 
locations to upgrade and/or repair and replace 
individual hardware. All desktops are centrally 
managed from the data center, freeing up 
staff time to focus on upgrading and refining 
the virtual infrastructure instead of break/fix 
activities. 

• The use of non-persistent desktops offers an 
additional level of security in that all students’ 
activities are “wiped out” after a session 
completes, which helps to prevent virus and 
other attacks on system resources. In addition, 
if a student develops a problem with their 
desktop, usually they can self-help by logging 
in and out to get a “fresh” desktop, helping to 
keep them productive, while reducing break/fix 
time for administrative tasks. Finally because 
all desktop sessions are running in the data 
center, even if a particular client device breaks, 
no work is lost as it is not being created on the 
client. 

• In the past, application changes needed to be 
scheduled for the interim between semesters 
and required mounting application upgrades 
to a ghost image on a Symantec server and 
pushing the changes out to all desktops 
(a process that could take up to a week to 
complete). With the desktop virtualization 
project, this process has been replaced with 
more frequent and rapid application upgrades 
in under 24 hours which are completed by 
updating, recomposing and pushing out the 
VMware View master images. 

• The College of Engineering and Computer 
Sciences desktop virtualization project is now 
being studied by other Colleges at FAU in order 
to apply the technology to their operations. 
The learning of the CECS staff are shared on a 
regular basis with their colleagues at FAU and 
are the basis for informed decision-making by 
other FAU Colleges in order for them to pick the 
best- practice architecture and desktop delivery 
method for their applications and students’ 
work models.


